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ELECTRICALLY ERASABLE NON― VOLATILE OPTICAL MEMORY FOR VISIBLE AND INFRARAD LIGHT
PATTERN

YUTAKA HAYASHl, KIYOKO NAGAl, YASUO TARUI
ELECTROTECHNICAL LAB。
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1NTRODUCT10N

One of hOpeful ways tO realize direct memorization of Optical image is injectiOn Of phOtO̲
generated carriers through insulatOr intO a potential well within the insulatOr, such as a f10at#
gate or interface traps between two kind of insulators.

enely)1:::nil:igii::I:i::leirini:el::::::it:; ::i:i:es:il:lile:I;lil i::1:::i i:::rttell:tl::l
to determine barrier energy between insulator and senicOnductOf2)To inject carriers generated by
visibl● light through a thick insulator Over abarrier, f0110wing twO principles must be cOnsideザ

1. Carriers are generated in higher potential part Of semiconductOr surface than barrier

￨:

potential.
2. The higher potential part of semicOnductor is made as near as possible tO insulator―

seni―

conductOr ■
■terface to prevent energy decay of carr■ ers.
Because of high energy carriers will decay tO exp(― d′ Lむ
uttber, where d represents
) of initial
distance between the higher potential paむ セ Of semiCOnductOr and insulatOr― semiconductor interface

■

ii ::::; ::FililllkL:td:!:;es attenuatiOn length Of carriers and reported as LÒ=45

λ for electrons
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One of device structures realizing the above principles is a transparent poly―
gate FET as shown in Fig。 2.

silicon floating
There are two possiblo operating mOdes to use this device as a optic̲

al memory. One is injectiOn of phOtO― excited carriers intO the f10ating gate using drain to gate
fring■ ng field 10wer than avalanohe critical field but high enuogh tO g■

potential and reduce the distance "d"。

ve the carriers high
The other is the use of reverse biased surface depletiOn

layer under the floating gate biased to delete or invert the substrate surface。
An experimental n― channel device shown in Fig。 3Щ蟹,fabricated by using silicon〔 にe techn010gy
押
to confirm the above proposal. Fig。 4 shows charging time constant,t of the floating gate with

constant gate2 to drain bias under illumination of a tungsten lamp through a co10r filter VR63.
The charging tine constant,π r was measured as a time for the threshold voltage shift measured fro■
the gate2 to reach 63% Of the final value. The threshold voltage shift,△
Vth ias ■on― volatilely

memorized and fOr measurement of the respective time cOnstant,charge stored in the floating grte
was electrically erased by injectiOn of holes generated by avalanche breakdow■

of drain junction.

d in Fig。 l is given by
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and charging current to the floating ogate,IGl iS propOtiOnal to γ
d/LO〕 of phOtO― excited
d=exP(‐
current IPh in the semiconductor surface, The exponential dependence on the drain to substrate

LT(3,
・お 。
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where, CGl and4 Vthl denote ca.pacitance and threshold v01tage shift of the floating gate (gate l).
The threshold v01tage shift 4 vth is linited by the gate2 bias as shown in Fig.5。

This limitation

will be due to the decrease of the oxide field by the charged f10ating gatee Considering applica‐
tion to an imaging device , the threshold shift a vth vs・

11lumination intensity was measured

with exposure time Of l min.. Linear ttё lationship in Fig.6 suggests possibility of gray scale
detectiono As shown in Fig。 しa tranparent electrode(f10ating gate)is COmposed of two sets of
̲207‐

thickness conrbination of SiO, and po$-silicon disposed side by side and has two conplementary
interference coLor (green and red) in the respective position. Relatively flat wave length response
is obsenred ranging fron the wave length of 3500 i to infrared.
and DISCUSSIoN

CONCLUSION

A noveL non-volatile optical menory

for visibLe end infrared light

vtas p?oposed and

fabricated.

was
el.ectricall.y erasable. Theoretical e:qlanation on the charging tine
reasonably rnade. ltre tine constant was of the order of second, but this can be g"eatly shortened
by surface doping of the substrate. The shallow surface doping easily reduces d to L/2 or 1/3 of
the present value ,resulting decades of irqprovenent in 4. tn this case, surface depletion layer
width remain relatively uchanged under the sane bias, VU and is effective for the detectionrof

constant

Ttre device was

long wave Length light.
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g.1 Energy band diagran of
Fig。 2 Transparent poly… Si floating
Metal-Sioe-Poly Si-SiOr-Si with gate FET
bias; curte A shows hilher
:。
electricfield near surface
114繁 60精 ::夕 OoÅ
drain-substrate jrmction than
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curve B.
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Fig.4. Charging tine constant
vs. drain bias V,.,o under
tungsten lanp
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Fig.5 Ttrreshold voltage
Van

vs. gate volta8"

shift
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Fig.6 Ttrreshold voltage shift
Van vs. light intensity.
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